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To: Dave_Montague @ jfk-arrb.gov @ Internetcc: (bcc: Dave Montague/ARRB)From: royden @ books.u-

net.com (M Royden) @ Internet @ WORLDCOM Date: 01/04/96 10:20:45 PM CSTSubject: Photographic 

ReferencesDave_Montague@JFK-ARRB.govDear Mr. David Montague, I found your e mail address on "Fair 

Play" WWW magazine on the Internet.I understand you are in charge of looking into the photographic 

evidence andI would like to suggest a few leads.1. "Universal Pictures Newsreel" Item 247 in Tony Frewin's JFK 

AssassinationFilmography.The key part here is "Stopwatch timing of the shots heard..."What "shot's heard" 

you might say?Is this a new film, or just an old one with sounds dubbed on? (Why dub shotson and is their any 

significance to the timing of the shots, rememberingthis is well before the Single Bullet Theory was known 

about)If this film with a soundtrack of the shots actually exists, it's importancewould blow the case wide open, 

but I think it's actually too good to betrue. But tracing it's history, would at the very least resolve this mystery.I 

also mentioned this in a letter to author Anthony Summers in May, 1994. Ihad written to him in November 

1980 about it, and his reply at the time wasthat it was probably a typographical error. In a telephone 

conversation inMay 1994 he told me to send him the details and he would mention it to JimLeasar of the 

AARC. An address for the "Universal Pictures Newsreel" company is listed in the1964 edition of Willings Press 

Guide. At the time, I either forgot to writeor have lost most of the address, but I know that part of the address 

was"Mayfair, London" (The 1964 edition of the guide is no longer available herein the local library)Larry Ross is 

mentioned by Marguerite Oswald in testimony before the WarrenCommission. Warren Hearing Vol 1,p.236.I 

have written to Mark Lane, because Ross was part of his "Citizen'sCommission of Inquiry" but I have had no 

reply.Does the film exist? I don't know, but if you can track down the filmcompany or Larry Ross, who may 

well be mentioned in FBI documents relatingto either the FBI London Bureau file or under Mark Lane's file, 

you mightfind something or it could be nothing to any of this.2. Footage of David Ferrie on Dallas television on 

the day of theAssassination.Joesten, Joachin. The Garrison Enquiry:Truth & Consequences. 160pp. 

October1967. Paperback. Joesten's pro Garrison book. Scissors and paste job. Lot'sof interesting stuff in the 

book like the following: "In one of thetelevision pictures from Dallas...[Ed Voebel, a member of the New 

OrleansCivil Air Patrol] reported he had spotted...David Ferrie, in the crowd."p.29. Voebel was also a friend of 

Oswald [testimony in Warren Hearings] andtook a photo of him, which showed Oswald with one of his front 

teeth knockedout. When Oswald was exhumed years later, he turns up with a full set ofteeth. Voebel died or 

was possibly murdered around 1966/68? If Joesten iscorrect, you might be able to track down the people 

Voebel talked to aboutthe TV footage. One British TV documentary "The day the dream died" using anew 
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